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Why Bar Business Media?
Bar Business Media is the only B2B media brand dedicated to serving 

owners and operators of independently owned bars.

Bar Business Media empowers the diverse voices of the bar/restaurant industry by providing a 
platform to share their stories in our magazine, website, newsletters, and more. 

From the smallest dive bar to the most sophisticated enterprise, we highlight members of the 
community inspiring others, transforming the guest experience, advancing company culture, 

and leading the industry into the future.

Why Bar Business Media? We keep the bar community connected, informed, and inspired.
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Who is the Bar Business Media audience?
The Bar Business Media audience is composed of owners, 
operators, and managers of independently owned bars.

80% 70% 50%

According to a recent Bar Business Media audience survey,  
100% of the owners/operators in our audience are directly responsible for purchasing products and services  

for their business and plan to purchase the following products over the next 12 months.

•	 Bar/Restaurant Furniture
•	 Underbar Sinks
•	 Draft Beer Dispensers
•	 Commercial Glass Washer Machines
•	 Bar Coolers and Refrigeration
•	 Point of Sale Software
•	 Food & Kitchen Supplies

oWn/oPerate an 
inDePenDently oWneD  

bar/restaurant

are the oWners of  
a bar/restaurant

have annual sales of
More than $750,000

•	 Tableware
•	 Glassware
•	 Bar Blender/Frozen Drink Machines
•	 Bartending Tools & Accessories
•	 Point of Sale Software
•	 Ice Machines
•	 Gaming/Music/Entertainment
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the Bar Business Media Portfolio
Our B2B portfolio reaches owners/operators of 
independently owned bars across all media channels.

bar business Magazine
Our quarterly digital publication 
reaches a circulation of nearly 
10,000. For over ten years, Bar 
Business Magazine has been 
keeping the industry informed, 

connected, and inspired.

bar business newsletters
Bar Business Media produces four newsletters—On Tap, 
Saturday Sips, Q&A, and Bar Essentials—which reach a 

combined total of  more than 55,000 bar owners  
and operators. 

bar business Podcasts
Our podcast series, A Seat at the 
Bar, is a collection of interviews 
with leading figures in the bar 

industry covering everything from 
trends to challenges to stories  

of success.

bar business Webinars
Bar Business Media’s webinar 

series, Mastering the Art, provides 
the industry with the chance to 
take a deep dive into topics of 

importance to bar owners  
and operators.

barbizmag.com
Our website is the foundation of our brand. It is home to 
recipes, features, daily news, trend pieces, and all of our 
digital resources. The website sees 15,000 unique visitors 

and over 25,000 pageviews a month.  
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Our website has achieved tremendous 
growth in the last three years with a 
150% increase in pageviews and 200% 
increase in users. 

Our news and recipes channels 
continue to garner the most visits, while 
an increased focus on operations and a 
new Q&A channel keep readers 
interested and informed.

The site is updated daily with breaking 
news, product releases, and features on 
topics important to today’s bar owner/
operator. 

Each week, we feature a recipe 
roundup dedicated to a particular 
holiday or spirit, which is one of our 
most popular stories of the week.

200%
increase in  

website users

BarBizMag.coM
Our B2B website  
keeps bar owners and  
operators updated daily 
and hosts a collection of 
resources on operations 
and management.
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Bar Business Magazine
Our quarterly B2B magazine serves bar owners/operators with 
features and columns covering all the aspects of running a bar. 

Since 2008, Bar Business Magazine has been keeping owners, 
operators, and managers informed about what is going on in the 
industry and how to benefit from it all. 

At a time of great change for all members of the bar industry, we seek 
to provide relevant, actionable, and inspiring content in our new digital 
publication, which will reach more of the industry, more efficiently. 

Nearly 10,000 subscribe to Bar Business Magazine with 85% owners, 
operators, managers and beverage buyers.

Sections:

barbizmag.com June/July 2020    Bar Business Magazine 37

BAR TOUR

V iridian is the fulfillment  
of Co-Owner and Bar 
Director William Tsui’s six-
year dream of ownership. 
Together with his team of 

Co-Owners Raymond Gee and Jeremy 
Chiu and General Manager Alison Kwan, 
the bar officially opened in Uptown 
Oakland, California in February. 

The three co-owners all hail from 
Oakland, so building a bar in the 
community was especially meaningful 
to them. 

“Even in the past five years, that 
whole [Uptown Oakland] area has 
been redeveloped,” says Tsui. “Now 
there’s a lot of new and exciting things 
there, and we’re just very happy to be 
able to be a part of that and provide 
this concept that Oakland has never 
seen before.”

Viridian aims to provide outstanding 
hospitality in a relaxed atmosphere. “We 
want to have the same level of hospitality 
as fine dining but in a fun and 
unpretentious atmosphere,” says Tsui. 

The bar’s design derives inspiration 
from a variety of places, including 

Hong Kong, ’90s aesthetic (neon, the 
Miami Vice-esque script of the bar’s 
logo, and graphic elements borrowed 
from R&B record covers), and the ’90s 
films of Director Wong Kar-wai, which 
are characterized by atmospheric music 
and vivid cinematography with bold, 
saturated colors. 

In fact, the name Viridian comes 
from an element of one of Kar-Wai’s 
films. “Originally, we wanted to name it 
Days of Being Wild after the Wong Kar-
wai movie, but that’s a very long name 
for a bar, especially when someone’s 
been drinking,” jokes Tsui.

After rewatching the movie, they 
noticed the title screen at the start of 
the film features a lush, green-blue 
background—the color known as 
viridian. In addition, Viridian also has 
a connection to the game Pokémon, 
which thrilled the co-owners who are 
big Pokémon fans and even considered 
a Pokémon theme for the bar. “Viridian 
also refers to the second city in 
Pokémon from the first game, so it’s 
like we’re leaving our town and starting 
our adventure,” explains Tsui.A
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BAR TOUR

BY ASHLEY BRAY

A new bar brings 
produce-driven 

cocktails and 
desserts to uptown 

Oakland.

VIRIDIAN
OAKLAND, CA

38 Bar Business Magazine    June/July 2020 barbizmag.com

BAR TOUR

Finally, viridian is also a nod to the 
green-blue Earth and the bar’s 
sustainability efforts. “Coming from a 
background in fine dining, it was 
shocking the amount of waste that goes 
out of the kitchen,” says Tsui.

In an effort to reduce their footprint, 
the bar uses local produce, shares 
ingredients between the bar and the 
kitchen to reduce waste, and has even 
created a faux lime mix called “not 
lime” to cut down on its use of limes. 

The bar was designed by husband-
and-wife team Anna Lee and Brandon 
Jew of Soon and Soon Studio, who 
proposed three design ideas, including 
a neon-saturated concept the team 
ultimately chose.

San Francisco-based artist Laura 

Stevenson of Rite Guy Design was 
brought in to create the neon displays. 
She’s studied both Hong Kong neon 
and the neon of Oakland, so she was a 
perfect fit for the project. She created 
three neon sculptures that fill up the 
space: one behind the bar, a chandelier 
in the foyer, and a six-piece installation 
above the lounge area.

According to a press release, 
“Stevenson’s inspiration evolved from 
imagining what the view might look 
like from high up in a Hong Kong 
tower building, overlooking the 
tremendously influential neon 
landscape of one of the world’s greatest 
cities. The series of sculptures for 
Viridian represents that abstract vision: 
The piece at the center of the bar 

represents a ‘window’ in that tower 
room, which has been opened to invite 
colorful threads of electric city energy 
to drift in and illuminate the interior.”

All of the neon lighting succeeds in 
creating the atmosphere Viridian was 
hoping to establish. “It just fills the 
space up with such a mood, and it’s 
very Wong Kar-wai-esque, it has those 
oversaturated colors,” says Tsui. “The 
beautiful thing about neon is that it 
can emit so much light, but you can 
still look directly at it, and it doesn’t 
hurt your eyes.”

The mood is further set with a variety 
of playlists, including acoustic and pop 
rock sounds, hip-hop and R&B from all 
eras, electronic, jazz, and more.

In addition to the neon installations, 

(This Photo) Guava Island 
cocktail (Below) Rum Po Tat

Three neon installations bathe 
the bar in light, including this 

one in the foyer.

health & hosPitality: A column focusing on the physical 
and mental wellness of those in the bar industry.

feature: A deep-dive into a trending industry topic or issue. 
Subjects covered include technology upgrades, a 2022 
outlook, bar management challenges and solutions, and 
entertainment options for bars.

bar tour: This reader-favorite column profiles a bar and its 
décor, food and drink menus, and management successes 
and challenges.

behinD the bar: Each issue, we focus on a particular spirit, 
ingredient, or cocktail type and provide a roundup of related 
recipes. Topics covered in 2022 include mixers, clear spirits, dark 
spirits, and trending spirits.

inventory: A collection of product releases for new bar 
equipment; bar tools; spirit, wine, and beer brands, and more.

Q&a: This column features an interview with a bar industry 
professional about their successes, challenges, and advice for 
others in the industry.

March’s issue will be a special expanded edition with another 
feature and additional sections featuring news dispatches and 
a calendar of events and special holidays.
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editorial calendar 2022

March 
•	 health & hospitality: Recommit to Resolutions –  

Healthy Habits for 2022
•	 happenings: Calendar of upcoming events and holidays.
•	 on tap: News dispatches from around the industry.
•	 feature: Bar Management Challenges and How to Solve Them
•	 feature: Crafting the On-Premise Experience Through Aesthetics 

and Entertainment
•	 bar tour 
•	 behind the bar: Trending Spirits in the On-Premise
•	 inventory
•	 Q&a
•	 bonus Distribution: Bar & Restaurant Expo,  

March 21-23, Las Vegas

June
•	 health & hospitality: Eliminating Workplace Risks
•	 feature: Creating the Optimal Outdoor Space
•	 bar tour 
•	 behind the bar: A Spotlight on Clear Spirits
•	 inventory 
•	 Q&a

September 
•	 health & hospitality: Managing Mental Health
•	 feature: Tools of the Trade – Technology Upgrades
•	 bar tour 
•	 behind the bar: Much Ado About Mixers
•	 inventory 
•	 Q&a

November
•	 health & hospitality: Combating Stress
•	 feature: Preparing for Next Year – A Checklist of Considerations
•	 bar tour 
•	 behind the bar: Delving Into Dark Spirits 
•	 inventory: Holiday Gift Guide
•	 Q&a

closing Dates
March:  1/18/22

June: 3/24/22

september: 7/25/22

november: 8/29/22

aD Material 
Dates
March:  1/24/22

June: 4/1/22

september: 8/1/22

november:: 9/9/22
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the PoWer of Bar Business Media neWsletters
Bar Business Media has developed a portfolio of newsletters designed 
to meet the unique information needs of bar owners/operators and 
connect your marketing and brand message with key buyers.

bar business on tap
Delivered to over 13,000 subscribers twice 
a month, Bar Business On Tap covers the 
latest bar news, trends, and resources to 

help owners improve their businesses.

This Saturday newsletter delivers our 
weekly recipe roundup—one of our most 

popular stories—to nearly 16,000 
subscribers.

saturday sips

A new addition to our newsletter line-up, Bar 
Business Q&A features an interview with a bar 
industry professional from our popular Q&A 

series. It is sent out once a month to over 
13,000 subscribers.

bar business Q&a
Our brand-new newsletter takes a look at 

products, services, and equipment bar 
owners/operators need to run a successful 

business. It goes out to over 13,000 
subscribers twice a month.

bar essentials
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digital Marketing oPPortunities
Bar Business Media provides several different ways to stay 
connected with bar owners/operators throughout the year. 

custoM eMail caMPaigns
Send a targeted marketing message to nearly 
37,000 bar professionals with Bar Business Media’s 
custom emails. 

sPonsoreD Webinars/virtual events
The convenience and accessibility of virtual events 
provide the perfect platform to launch a new 
product or service, reach new audience segments, 
showcase your thought leadership, and generate 
highly qualified leads.

sPonsoreD content
Storytelling is the most powerful way to 
communicate a brand message. Tell your brand or 
product story on barbizmag.com, in our newsletters, 
or within the pages of Bar Business Magazine 
through the use of case studies, Q&A, or anecdotes 
that showcase the value of your product or service 
to bar owners/operators. 

a seat at the bar PoDcast series
The bar industry is made up of an eclectic mix of 
people, and our new podcast series aims to capture 
their stories. We sit down for conversations with 
leading bar industry figures on trends, business 
challenges, industry pain points, and more.  
As a sponsor, you can align your brand’s story  
with the people who shape, influence, and inspire  
the industry. 

Mastering the art Webinar series
Bar Business Media’s webinar series, Mastering the 
Art, takes a deep dive into topics that help bar and 
restaurant owners/operators manage a successful 
business. This “how-to” approach provides practical 
and actionable solutions that can be implemented 
immediately. As a sponsor, your product or service 
can be the tool that complements the solutions 
discussed in the webinar.   

2022 Media Planner  //  Bar Business Media  9  
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Website aDvertising on barbizMag.coM

units

Leaderboard + Medium Rectangle

rate

$995/Month

saturDay siPs neWsletter

units

Leaderboard + Sponsored Content 

rate

$1,095

bar essentials neWsletter

units

Image (600 x 400 px),  

headline, 100 words of copy, URL  

rate

$500/Month

on taP anD Q&a neWsletters

units

Top Leaderboard

Second Leaderboard

Medium Rectangle 

rate

$995

$895

$650

sPonsorshiP oPPortunities

units

Custom Emails 

Sponsored Podcast

Sponsored Webinar

Sponsored Content 

rate

$995

$795

 $3,500

$2,500/Month

advertising & sPonsorshiP rates
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four color

Page

1/2

1/4

1x

$1,850

$1,150

$850

2x

$1,665

$1,035

$765

3x

$1,495

$925

$695

4x

$1,350

$840

$625

DisPlay aDvertising rates

contract rates
An ad contract year is a 12-month period from/including the 
issue in which an advertiser’s first ad appears. When ad fre-
quencies set forth in the contract schedule are not completed, 
the advertiser/agency will be re-billed at the actual rate 
earned for all advertising during the contract year. In lieu  
of a signed contract, ads will be billed at open rate.  
Ad rates are net.

Digital reQuireMents
Electronic format: PDFs at 300 dpi, required ad format.  
We will also accept ads in the following Mac software formats: 
InDesign, Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop: All PMS colors must be 
converted to process color. Illustrator users: Save file as EPS. 
Photoshop users: Save file as either TIFF, EPS, or JPEG. Format 
all at 300 dpi resolution. Files should include all fonts, images, 
logos, and a digital proof of the ad.

color Proofs Must accoMPany  
all four-color aDs
Production charges will be added to the insertion cost for ads 
that do not meet these specifications, without notice or 
advisement of price, unless so requested on your insertion 
contract. A minimum of $150.00 will be charged for any 
changes necessary.

Print sPecifications
Printing method: Web Offset 
Binding method: Saddle-stitched
Ink: Standard Process 
Trim Size: 8.125” x 10.875”

Print rates & sPecs

aD sizes

7.125” x 9.875”

7” x 4.875”

4.5625” x 7.5”

3.3125” x 9.875”

7.125” x 2.3125”

3.375” x 4.875”

Keep all art and type 1/2” from trim on all sides

Full Page

1/2 page horizontal 

1/2 page island

1/2 page vertical

1/4 page horizontal

1/4 page vertical
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Website banners 

Dimensions
Leaderboard: 728 x 90 pixels      
Medium Box: 300 x 250 pixels
Files must be under 1MB in size

Submission Instructions
Materials should be submitted to the salesperson and 
Leia Sills lsills@sbpub.com 
a minimum of five business days prior to start of 
scheduled run.

File Specifications
We accept creatives from most major ad serving 
networks. Inquire for more information or see accepted 
formats on Google Ad Manager.
•	JPEG,	PNG	and	GIF	files	must	be	below	1MB.
•		Advertiser	must	include	the	clickthrough	URL	that	the	
banner should link to.

third Party tags 
•	We	accept	third-party	coding.
•		Tags	must	be	sent	to	us	in	a	Text	or	Excel	file	that	has	
been compressed into a ZIP file. This ensures that no 
coding gets stripped while being transferred.
•		Please	include	detailed	instructions	on	where	to	put	
clickthrough macros and cachebusting macros within your 
tags. We use Google’s Ad Manager to serve banners.
•		Third-party	tags	must	be	live	at	time	of	submission	to	
enable testing prior to launch.
•		We	accept	creative	from	most	major	ad	serving	
networks. Inquire for more information or see accepted 
formats on Google Ad Manager’s Support Center.  

htMl5 requirements for ad Manager
•		We	accept	HTML5	creatives	in	the	form	of	a	single	zip	
file for following two sizes: 300x250, 728x90.
•		Please	follow	all	of	the	guidelines	as	specified	

by Google Ad Manager at the following link: 
https://support.google.com/admanager/
answer/7046799?hl=en
•		All	HTML5	creatives	must	have	a	fixed	dimension	of	
either 300x250 or 728x90. No flexible “fluid” sizes are 
acceptable. 
•		You	must	add	clickable	exits	in	the	coding	and	add	
click-throughs that use the “clickTag” variable. 
•		We	don’t	recommend	hard-coded	click-through	URLs	
in your asset because it prevents Ad Manager from 
tracking clicks and prevents traffickers from updating 
the URL. 
•		An	example	of	html	that	uses	the	clickTag	variable:	 
<a href=”javascript:void(window.open(clickTag))”>
•		Please	inform	us	of	the	clickthrough	URL	to	be	used	by	

the creative.

limitations of htMl5 creatives in ad Manager:
•		Ad	Manager	does	not	currently	support	creatives	that	
use SVG tags within HTML files. Instead, you can include 
standalone .svg files and reference them in the HTML.
•		Also,	Ad	Manager	macros	are	not	currently	supported	
within HTML files or destination URLs.

neWsletter banners 
Dimensions
Full Banner: 728 x 90 pixels     
Medium Box: 300 x 250 pixels

•		Ads	may	be	in	the	following	formats:	JPEG,	GIF.	 
Please note certain email clients do not support 
animated GIFs.
•		All	ad	files	must	be	under	45	KB.
•		Include	URL	the	ad	should	link	to	and	optional	alt	text.
•		Attach	image	files	separately	to	email	submission.	 
Do not send images embedded in Word files, PDFs,  
or any other file types. 
•		Submit	materials	to	salesperson	and	Ashley	Bray	at	

abray@sbpub.com.

728 x 90 pixels

300 x 250 pixels

digital sPecs
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custoM eMail sPecs
leverage the strength of the  
bar business branD anD auDience
A custom email allows your company to leverage the 
strength of the Bar Business brand and audience with 
a message tailored to your marketing and sales goals. 
Whether you are using the custom email campaign to 
generate leads, sell valuable products or services, or 
meet other business goals, this opportunity offers you 
the most direct and responsive approach to reach a 
captive audience with measured results. We can provide 
detailed analytics on your campaign, including open 
rate and click-through rate.

Deliverables:
•		Full	HTML	with	all	links	and	images	hosted	on	
advertiser’s server
•		Subject	line	for	email	-	50	characters	max	
recommended
•		Test	list	/	seed	list	-	Include	all	email	addresses	that	
should receive test emails and deployment
•	Suppression	list	(optional)

Specifications:
•		All	files	must	be	received	a	minimum	of	7	days	prior	to	
deployment date to allow for full testing.
•		Send	a	fully	assembled	HTML	file	with	all	links	and	
images in place. All images should be uploaded to 
advertiser’s server and linked by absolute URLs.
•	Maximum	file	size	is	100K.
•		Recommended	width	of	HTML	is	600	px.	Maximum	
width is 800 px.
•		All	images	should	be	resized	prior	to	uploading	to	
advertiser’s server.
•		To	avoid	triggering	SPAM	filters	and	to	increase	

deliverability, avoid the following items: image maps, 
animated gifs, forms, style sheets (CSS), background 
images, third-party tags, words in all caps, unusual 
punctuation, and excessive use of special characters.
•		Use	proper	HTML	codes	for	special	characters	to	
ensure they render correctly in different email clients.
•		Use	basic	HTML	to	allow	for	differences	in	email	clients,	
as in no layers, rollovers, or CSS. Use inline styles only.
•		Many	popular	email	programs	automatically	
block images in emails so please keep all essential 
information in the text of your file. The use of alt text  
on images is highly recommended.

Materials Due:
Deliverables are due in full 7 days prior to deployment 
date. Please email to salesperson and Leia Sills at  
lsills@sbpub.com.

Production Charges:
Production charges will be added to the cost of custom 
emails that do not meet specifications. A minimum of 
$250.00 will be charged for any changes necessary.  If 
Bar Business needs to create the HTML, there will be 
an additional design charge of $550 to use one of our 
standardized email templates.
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grouP Publisher
Gary Lynch
646-637-5206
glynch@sbpub.com

eDitor-in-chief
Ashley Bray
212-620-7220
abray@sbpub.com

sales Manager
David Harkey
973-563-0109
dharkey@sbpub.com

contact us


